
BARACK OBAMA ON ETHICS

As a state senator, Barack Obama worked with Republicans and Democrats to pass the most 
sweeping ethics reform in Illinois history.  In Washington, he challenged leaders of both parties 
to pass the most ambitious ethics legislation since Watergate.  Today he is the only presidential 
candidate who refuses contributions from Washington lobbyists and PACs. As president, 
Obama will:  

Shine a Light on Washington Lobbying and Ethics Violations
Barack Obama will fight for an independent watchdog agency to oversee the investigation of 
congressional ethics violations. He will create an easy to search Internet database to allow 
Americans to find out who their legislators are meeting with and who they are collecting money 
from as well as review their ethics records.    

Free the Executive Branch from Special Interest Influence
Barack Obama will close the revolving door between K-Street lobbying shops and the White 
House by prohibiting his political appointees from ever lobbying his administration after they 
leave their posts.  He also will prevent appointees from working on regulations or contracts 
directly related to their prior employer for two years. Obama will require all new executive 
branch employees to affirm that they were not offered the job solely on the basis of political 
affiliation or campaign contribution.  

Shine a Light on Federal Contracts, Tax Breaks, and Earmarks
Barack Obama will end abuse of no-bid contracts by requiring that nearly all contract orders over 
$25,000 be competitively bid.  He will create a “contracts and influence” database that will 
disclose how much federal contractors spend on lobbying, what contracts they are being 
awarded, and how well they complete them.   Additionally, he will ensure that any tax breaks for 
corporations are publicly disclosed on the Internet.   

Give Government Back to the People
Barack Obama will make White House Communications public, release presidential records in 
a timely fashion, and require agency heads to conduct significant business of the agency in public. 
Obama will bring democracy and policy directly to the people by requiring his Cabinet to have 
periodic national town hall meetings via the Internet. 

BARACK OBAMA WILL CONTINUE TO CLEAN UP WASHINGTON
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